- eye contact
- body language
- music
- facial expressions

- Scorn of Doctor
  - glance, tone
  - reserved body language of elite
  - does it change? does the change signify anything?

- Adoration of fancy Mrs. Mallory
  - stares, taking care of her
  - love

- Reserved body language of elite
  - does it change? does the change signify anything?
  - as in a horse & dog story

- The Doctor is
  - what does this say about
  - how does this change affect characters
  - social or emotional

- X's character
- Y's character

- link between
  - body language & character traits
  - dramatized stories to convey common emotions

- hangover
  - what kind of character

- exaggerated actions = funning

- what does this say about
  - shows, waves, etc.

- did she find fault? why was Wilhelmia
  - the only one to find fault?